Abstract. We investigate the cohomology of non-self-adjoint algebras using virtual diagonals and their higher-dimensional generalizations. We show that infinite dimensional nest algebras always have non-zero second cohomology by showing that they cannot possess 2-virtual diagonals. In the case of the upper triangular atomic nest algebra we exhibit concrete modules for non-vanishing cohomology.
Introduction
Hochschild cohomology for a Banach algebra A was developed by B.E. Johnson [13] from the point of view of cocycles. Another approach to Banach algebra cohomology theory has been developed by A. Helemskii and his school. This treats this theory as a relative homology theory (in the sense of Eilenberg and Moore [6] ). A key role in this theory is played by the functor Ext, and for a Banach A-bimodule X, the Johnson cohomology groups H n (A, X) are shown to be Ext A e (A + , X), where A + is A with a unit adjoined and A e = A ⊗A op [12, p. 155 ]. An invaluable account of the theory is given in the book [12] of Helemskii. The basic definitions and results that we will need are presented in §2.
In [13] , Johnson introduced the important property of amenability for A. The Banach algebra A is called amenable if H 1 (A, X * ) = 0 for every Banach A-bimodule X. A beautiful result of Helemskii and Scheinberg ( [12] , p. 254) asserts that A is amenable if and only if A * + is an injective A-bimodule. Amenability for a C * -algebra is equivalent to nuclearity, and an appropriate version of amenability for a von Neumann algebra is equivalent to the latter's injectivity (in the usual sense of operator algebras). These results are mostly due to [11] and [2] , [3] . The reader is referred to [18] for an account of cohomology in the self-adjoint setting.
Johnson showed that the amenability of a Banach algebra A is equivalent to the existence of a certain element of A * * , called a virtual diagonal . For convenience, let A be unital with unit e. (Throughout this paper, A will be assumed unital.) Then a virtual diagonal for A is an element M ∈ (A ⊗A) * * such that aM = M a for all a ∈ A and π * * (M ) = e, where π : A ⊗A → A is the product map. It is often convenient to construct a virtual diagonal in proving the amenability of A, since
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then we do not have to consider all Banach dual A-bimodules X * and show that H 1 (A, X * ) = 0. The higher-dimensional version of amenability for a (unital) Banach algebra A was investigated by Effros and Kishimoto ( [5] , §3). Let us call A n-amenable (n ≥ 1) if H n (A, X * ) = 0 for all Banach A-bimodules X. Effros and Kishimoto showed that n-amenability for A is equivalent to the existence of an n-virtual diagonal , an (n − 1)-cocycle D : C n−1 (A) → C n+1 (A) * * such that π * * n+1 (D(a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−1 )) = π n+1 (e ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−1 ⊗ e) (0) for all a i ∈ A. (The terminology used here is explained in §2.) A homological interpretation of this result and its non-unital counterpart is given in [17] .
A very simple example of a 2-amenable Banach algebra that is not amenable is the algebra T 2 of upper triangular complex matrices. (From the point of view of homological algebra, this is a consequence of a result of Selivanov. For a discussion of this see [17] . ) A key problem is whether n-amenability (n > 1) is equivalent to amenability for C * -algebras. The answer to this is (to the authors' knowledge) unknown. The 2-amenability of T 2 suggests that non-self-adjoint operator algebras, in particular triangular algebras, are natural algebras for investigating higher-dimensional amenability.
Before considering such algebras, we first look (in §3) at an incomplete result of [17] . It was shown there (Corollary 4.1) that if n = 2, 3 then (n−1)-amenability of A is equivalent to the existence of a coboundary n-virtual diagonal. (The significance of this for the above problem of n-amenability for C * -algebras is that if we could show, for example, that every 2-amenable C * -algebra admitted a coboundary 2-virtual diagonal, then 2-amenability would imply amenability (= nuclearity).) We show that this result is true for any n ≥ 2.
In §4, we investigate higher-dimensional amenability for the algebras T n (n ≥ 2) of upper triangular, complex n × n matrices. In [17] , it was shown that for n ≥ 2, T n is (n − 1)-amenable. We will show that T n is 2-amenable 1 (but not amenable) by exhibiting explicitly a 2-virtual diagonal for T n . We also show that certain other finite-dimensional algebras B n , obtained by using the join and suspension operations of Gilfeather and Smith ([10] , [9] ), are (n + 1)-amenable but not namenable. The problem of finding simple examples of this phenomenon was first raised in [13] .
It is tempting to try to use the 2-virtual diagonals for the T n 's to construct a 2-virtual diagonal for T ∞ , since the latter is a w * -inductive limit of the T n 's. We show that this is not possible. More precisely, we show that if N is a complete nest of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H containing at least n distinct non-zero elements, then δ ≥ n − 3 for any 2-virtual diagonal on Alg(N ). Thus there does not exist a uniformly bounded sequence of 2-virtual diagonals on the T n 's, and so it is impossible to obtain a 2-virtual diagonal on T ∞ (or on any nest algebra whose nest has infinitely many elements) as a cluster point of such a sequence.
These abstract methods do not give simple examples of non-vanishing second cohomology; this is addressed in §5. In this section, we investigate the cohomology groups H n (T ∞ , J) where J is a strong operator closed two-sided ideal in T ∞ . The groups H 1 (T ∞ , J) have been determined by Erdos and Power [7] . They also characterize the strong operator closed two-sided ideals in a general nest algebra using certain order homomorphisms. Using this result, we show that J can be characterized as all those operators in T ∞ whose matrices vanish on a certain part V of Z + × Z + . The complement W of this part is built up out of triangular pieces. To investigate H 2 (T ∞ , J), it is helpful to use the long exact sequence property of H n (T ∞ , ·). For this purpose, it is important that J be complemented in T ∞ as a Banach space. For large classes of ideals this is the case, but it is not true in general.
2 For many such ideals J (including the case when J is the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators) we show that H n (T ∞ , J) = 0 for n ≥ 2. We also show that there are simple examples of ideals J for which H 2 (T ∞ , J) = 0. We are grateful to David Larson for helpful discussions.
Some preliminaries on Banach algebra cohomology
Let X be a Banach A-bimodule. We recall first how the cohomology groups H n (A, X) are defined. For each n ≥ 1, let C n (A) be the n-fold projective tensor product A ⊗ · · · ⊗A and let C n (A, X) be the Banach space of bounded n-linear maps from the n-fold Cartesian product
is then defined by:
The space ker δ n is sometimes written Z n (A, X). The elements of Z n (A, X) = ker δ n are called the n-cocycles and the elements of Im δ n−1 = B n−1 (A, X) are called the n-coboundaries. Finally, for n ≥ 1, we define
In the case n = 0 we take C 0 (A, X) to be X, and δ 0 : X → C 1 (A, X) is given by:
We take H 0 (A, X) to be {x ∈ X : ax = xa for all a ∈ A}. A very useful result due to Kadison and Ringrose ([14] , §4) enables us to replace an n-cocycle T by an equivalent one for which elements of a certain kind of subalgebra B of A move in and out of the expression for T as if they were scalars. (For precise recent statements, see [9] , [17] .) Thus T is equivalent to a B-multimodular n-cocycle T ′ , where the multimodular property means that for a i ∈ A, b ∈ B:
(a) T ′ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0 whenever an a i ∈ B; (b) bT ′ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = T ′ (ba 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), T ′ (a 1 , . . . , a n )b = T ′ (a 1 , . . . , a n b); (c) T ′ (a 1 , . . . , a i b, a i+1 , . . . , a n ) = T ′ (a 1 , . . . , a i , ba i+1 , . . . , a n ).
Of course, the notion of B-multimodularity applies to cochains in general. Multimodularity can be achieved for abelian C * -algebras B, and this is sufficient for our purposes. In the case where we will require multimodular cocycles -when A is a matrix algebra or T ∞ -we will take B to be the diagonal C * -algebra.
To understand the significance of the equality (1), we need to see its origins in Banach homology theory ( [12] ). In this theory, functors Ext n A e (X, Y ) are developed in a manner analogous to the corresponding functors in homological algebra. (Here A e = A ⊗A op and X, Y are Banach A-bimodules.) The groups H n (A, X) are then just Ext n A e (A, X), which can be calculated using the standard projective resolution for A:
with π n : C n (A) → C n−1 (A) the morphism given by
(The morphism π n can be regarded as a "higher dimensional" product.) The sequence from which we obtain Ext n A e (A, X) is given by applying Hom A e (·, X) to (2) , and this is effectively the same as the sequence of C n (A, X)'s, connected by the δ's. Although in this paper we will use only the cocycle approach to H n (A, X), the preceding discussion explains why the π n maps in (3) play an important role in the theory. In particular, at a very direct level, we can conveniently rewrite the formula (1) for δ n as
As discussed earlier, A is called n-amenable if H n (A, X * ) = 0 for all Banach A-bimodules X. We also stated the Effros-Kishimoto result in §1, that namenability is equivalent to the existence of an n-virtual diagonal, an (n − 1)-
is, of course, the "higher dimensional" π-map defined as above.)
3. When does n-amenability imply (n − 1)-amenability?
It is well-known (e.g. [12] , p. 254, [13] , p. 9) that for n ≥ 2, (n − 1)-amenability implies n-amenability for the Banach algebra A. We will show that A is (n − 1)-amenable if and only if there exists an n-virtual diagonal that is a coboundary. (Of course, n-amenability is equivalent to the existence of an n-virtual diagonal, but such a cocycle will not, in general, be a coboundary.) Theorem 3.1. For n ≥ 2, the Banach algebra A is (n − 1)-amenable if and only if there exists an n-virtual diagonal for A which is a coboundary.
Proof. By [17] , Theorem 4.2, it is sufficient to exhibit a Z ∈ C n−2 (A, C * * n+1 ) such that π * * n+1 ((δZ)(a) − e ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−2 ⊗ e ⊗ a n−1 ) = 0 (5) for all a = a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−1 , a i ∈ A. Let
We show that (5) is satisfied.
Indeed, using (4), if w = a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−1 , a i ∈ A, then
= w ⊗ e ⊗ e − e ⊗ π n−1 (w) ⊗ e ⊗ e + (−1) n−1 e ⊗ a 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ a n−2 ⊗ e ⊗ a n−1 .
Applying π n+1 to both sides of (6), we see that (5) will follow once we have shown that
The left-hand side of (7) is just π n−1 (w) ⊗ e ⊗ e. For the right-hand side:
as required, since π n−2 • π n−1 = 0. This gives (7).
It would be interesting to know what the non-unital version of the preceding theorem is, and what its homological interpretation is.
4. Higher-dimensional amenability for T n and the algebras B n Recall that T n is the algebra of upper triangular n × n complex matrices. Theorem 4.1. For n ≥ 2, T n is 2-amenable, but not amenable.
Proof. The non-amenability of T n is proved in [17] , Proposition 3.1.
To prove the 2-amenability of T n , we exhibit a 2-virtual diagonal D : T n → T n ⊗T n ⊗T n . Let e ij (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) be the canonical basis of matrix units for T n and define D by:
The third sum of (8) is interpreted to be 0 if i = j.
To prove that D as defined above is a 2-virtual diagonal, we need to show that D is a derivation on T n and that for all i, j,
We first prove that D is a derivation. We need to show that for 1 
Suppose that j = k. Then (11) gives e ij D(e kℓ ) + D(e ij )e kℓ = −e ij ⊗ e jj ⊗ e kℓ + e ij ⊗ e jj ⊗ e kℓ = 0 and (10) follows since its left-hand side is D(0).
Suppose, then, that j = k. We will assume that i < j < ℓ, the cases where i = j or j = ℓ being dealt with similarly. Then, from (11),
Thus D is a derivation.
To prove (9),
where we have used the facts that n s=1 e ss = 1 and that the non-extreme terms in the "
Other examples of n-amenability are provided by using joins and suspensions of Gilfeather and Smith ( [10] , [9] ).
If H and K are Hilbert spaces and A and B are norm closed unital subalgebras of B(H) and B(K) respectively, then the join A#B is the subalgebra of B(K ⊕ H) whose elements are of the form b 0 u a with a ∈ A, b ∈ B and u ∈ B(K, H). Let D 2 be the diagonal algebra of 2 × 2 complex matrices ( ∼ = C 2 ), and let A 4 be D 2 #D 2 . The elements of A 4 are those 4 × 4 complex matrices of the form 
where * denotes an arbitrary scalar.
The two-point suspension S(A) of the algebra A is the subalgebra of B(C 2 ⊕ H) whose elements are of the form d 0 u a (13) where d ∈ D 2 , a ∈ A and u ∈ B(C 2 , H). We define
where S n−1 means that the suspension operation is applied recursively (n − 1) times. It is easily checked that B n ⊆ M 2(n−1)+4 . Of course, B 1 = A 4 .
Theorem 4.2. The algebra B n is (n + 1)-amenable but not n-amenable.
Proof. We prove first, by induction on n, that if m > n and e ir ir+1 ∈ B n (1 ≤ r ≤ m) then at least one of the e irir+1 's is of the form e aa . Suppose firstly that n = 1 so that B n = A 4 . Suppose that the e irir+1 (1 ≤ r ≤ m) are such that none is of the form e aa . From (12) , the i r i r+1 's must come from 31, 32, 41 and 42. But this is impossible since all of the latter end in 1 or 2 while none starts with 1 or 2 and m ≥ 2.
Suppose that the result is true now for some n and let m > n + 1. Suppose that there exist e ir ir+1 ∈ B n+1 (1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1) with no e irir+1 of the form e aa . From (13), we have, for each r, either e ir ir+1 ∈ B n or 2
, then e ir ir+1 cannot be followed by e ir+1ir+2 ∈ B n since it is in one or other of the top two rows of M 2n+2 . Thus at most the last element e imim+1 is not in B n . We conclude that e i1i2 , . . . , e im−1im ∈ B n , and since n < m − 1, the induction hypothesis gives i r = i r+1 for some r. This concludes the induction proof.
Let n ≥ 1, m > n, and let X be a Banach B n -bimodule. We prove that H m (B n , X) = 0. (This is equivalent to (n + 1)-amenability.) It is sufficient to show that f ∈ Z m (B n , X) is a coboundary. We can suppose that f is multimodular for the diagonal of M 2n+2 . We show that f = 0. To this end, it is sufficient to show that f (e i1j1 , . . . , e imjn ) = 0. (14) Writing e ir jr = e irjr e jr jr and passing the e jrjr over to left-multiply the adjacent term e ir+1jr+1 , we can suppose that j r = i r+1 . By the result whose proof was given earlier, at least one of the e ir ir+1 's is an e aa . Since f is multimodular, (14) follows. Thus B n is (n + 1)-amenable. To prove that it is not n-amenable, it is sufficient to show that H n (B n , M 2n+2 ) = 0, where M 2n+2 is regarded as a B n -bimodule using the natural multiplication.
Suppose firstly that n = 1. Then B 1 = A 4 = D 2 #D 2 , and by [10] , Theorem 3.3,
. Suppose, then, that n > 1. Now Theorem 3.6 of [9] gives, for a unital algebra A ⊆ B(H), the formula
We apply this recursively to the relation B n = S(B n−1 ) to obtain
Thus B n is not n-amenable.
We saw, at the beginning of this section that every T n is 2-amenable. If we can find a uniformly bounded sequence {δ n }, where δ n is a 2-virtual diagonal on T n , then we could take an appropriate weak * cluster point of {δ n } to obtain a 2-virtual diagonal on the weak * inductive limit T ∞ of the T n 's. (This parallels the production of a virtual diagonal on an AFD von Neumann algebra from virtual diagonals on its finite-dimensional C * -subalgebras.) However, we will now obtain a norm estimate for 2-virtual diagonals on nest algebras which, in particular, shows that no nest algebra for an infinite nest can be 2-amenable. The calculations below are notationally complicated, largely because we must work not with A ⊗A ⊗A but with its second dual. For example, the operation of left multiplication by x in the middle variable is simply expressed by
To express the same operation on the second dual we must define a map λ : A → A, given by left multiplication by x, and then consider
The reader may find it enlightening to assume that the 2-virtual diagonals below map into A ⊗A ⊗A, when the more transparent forms of various operations are available. Let N be a complete nest of subspaces of a Hilbert space H, and suppose that N contains at least n distinct non-zero subspaces
and let p i be the projection onto N i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then define e 11 = p 1 , while e ii = p i − p i−1 for i ≥ 2. Clearly{e ii : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊆ A is a set of orthogonal projections whose sum is 1. Now choose unit vectors ξ 1 ∈ N 1 , ξ i ∈ N i ⊖ N i−1 , 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and denote by e ij (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) the rank one operator ξ i ⊗ ξ j defined by
If p is a projection in A corresponding to an element of the nest, then, for a given pair i < j, there are three possibilities:
, we see that p ⊥ e ij p = 0 in all three cases: in the first pξ j = 0 while in the second and third p ⊥ ξ i = 0. It follows that {e ij : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} ⊆ A. Moreover, the relations
for i ≤ j, k ≤ ℓ are clear from the definitions. Thus the set {e ij : 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} acts as a set of upper triangular matrix units, although it should be noted that e ij is rank one in general only if i < j.
We now introduce some auxiliary operators which play a role in the last theorem of this section. There are many relationships between them; the ones we will need are set out in the proposition below.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define ρ i , λ i : A → A to be respectively right and left multiplication by e ii , and let m : A ⊗A ⊗A → A be given by
We write U for the compact unitary group of the abelian C * -algebra generated by {e 11 , . . . , e nn }. The typical element of U has the form n j=1 e iθj e jj , and Haar measure dµ on U is the n-fold normalized Lebesgue measure 1 (2π) n dθ 1 . . . dθ n on the n-torus T n . We then define ξ 2 : A ⊗A → A ⊗A and ξ 3 : A ⊗A ⊗A → A ⊗A ⊗A by
We will also need µ 1 , µ 2 : A ⊗A ⊗A → A ⊗A, defined by
Finally, we denote the contractive projection
by α. (i) {λ 1 , . . . , λ n , ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n } is a commuting set of maps,
for i = j, and
Proof. 
and so ξ 3 = 1. A similar calculation gives π 2 ξ 2 (1 ⊗ 1) = 1, and thus ξ 2 = 1.
since the terms with j = k vanish after integration. Thus
(vi) Integration, as in (v), establishes that
ae ii ⊗ e ii be jj ⊗ e jj c, and so
From (i) the terms with i > j vanish, and it follows that
(vii) From (vi),
ae ii be jj ⊗ e jj c − n i,j=1
ae ii ⊗ e ii bc.
(abe ii ⊗ e ii c − ae ii ⊗ e ii bc),
and thus
By (i), terms for which i > j or k > i + 1 vanish from this sum, leaving
+ e ii ae ii ⊗ e ii be i+1i+1 ⊗ e i+1i+1 ce i+1i+1 + e ii ae i+1i+1 ⊗ e i+1i+1 be i+1i+1 ⊗ e i+1i+1 ce i+1i+1 ).
After applying π 3 to the first term in this sum, we obtain an element in span{xe ii ⊗ y, z ⊗ e ii w : x, y, z, w ∈ A} which is then annihilated by ρ i+1 ⊗ λ i+1 . Similarly, π 3 maps the third term into the range of the projection ρ i+1 ⊗ λ i+1 and is thus annihilated by π 2 (ρ i+1 ⊗ λ i+1 ) since π 2 π 3 = 0. It follows that only the second term in (31) is significant, and so
Now I ⊗ α ⊗ I (which commutes with λ i ⊗ I ⊗ ρ i+1 ) annihilates any tensor whose middle term is e kk be kk while acting as the identity on any tensor whose middle term is e ii be i+1i+1 , so by inserting this operator into the right hand side of (31) we obtain
It follows from (32) that
we may replace π 3 by µ 1 − µ 2 in the right hand side of (33) to obtain that both terms in (34) are also equal to
(x) To establish this part, it suffices to show that ρ i+1 ⊗ λ i+1 acts as the identity on terms of the form
Using the right hand side of (32), it is clear that
and so
has the form xe i+1i+1 ⊗ e i+1i+1 y. Clearly ρ i+1 ⊗ λ i+1 acts as the identity on any such element. Theorem 4.4. Let N be a complete nest of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space and suppose that N has at least n distinct elements. If δ is a 2-virtual diagonal for A = Alg N , then
In particular, this inequality holds for any 2-virtual diagonal for T n , while no nest algebra arising from an infinite nest can have a 2-virtual diagonal.
Proof. Let δ : A → (A ⊗A ⊗A) * * be a 2-virtual diagonal, so that
Let t be the element U u * ⊗ u ⊗ 1 dµ(u) of A ⊗A ⊗A. It is clear from the definition that t ≤ 1, while integration, as in the preceding proposition, shows that t = n j=1 e jj ⊗ e jj ⊗ 1.
Then e rs t − te rs = e rs ⊗ e ss ⊗ 1 − n j=1 e jj ⊗ e jj ⊗ e rs and so π 3 (e rs t − te rs ) = e rs ⊗ 1 − e rs ⊗ e ss − n j=1 e jj ⊗ e rs + e rr ⊗ e rs = e rs ⊗ 1 − e rs ⊗ e ss − 1 ⊗ e rs + e rr ⊗ e rs (36) = π * * 3 (δ(e rs )) − e rs ⊗ e ss + e rr ⊗ e rs .
Let ε : A → (A ⊗A ⊗A) * * be the derivation
Then ε ≤ δ + 2, and π * * 3 (ε(e rs )) = e rs ⊗ e ss − e rr ⊗ e rs (37) from (36). Now ξ 3 : A ⊗A ⊗A → A ⊗A ⊗A is an A-bimodule map, so
Using (25), (27), and (37), we see that π * * 3 (γ(e rs )) = π * * 3 ξ * * 3 ε(e rs ) = ξ * * 2 π * * 3 ε(e rs ) = ξ 2 (e rs ⊗ e ss − e rr ⊗ e rs ) = n i=1 (ρ i ⊗ λ i )(e rs ⊗ e ss − e rr ⊗ e rs ) = e rs ⊗ e ss − e rr ⊗ e rs .
Since π 3 is also an A-bimodule map, this leads to π * * 3 (e ii γ(e ii+1 )e i+1i+1 ) = e ii+1 ⊗ e i+1i+1 − e ii ⊗ e ii+1 .
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Define β : A → (A ⊗A ⊗A) * * by β = (I ⊗ α ⊗ I) * * γ. The A-bimodularity of I ⊗ α ⊗ I shows that β is also a derivation. Now π * *
It follows, using (30), that π * * 2 µ * * 1 (e ii β(e ii+1 )e i+1i+1 ) = e ii+1 . Since m = π 2 µ 1 from (23), we obtain m * * (e ii β(e ii+1 )e i+1i+1 ) = e ii+1 .
Leibniz's rule, applied to the equation e 1n = e 12 e 23 . . . e n−1n , gives e 11 β(e 1n )e nn = n−1 i=1 e 1i β(e ii+1 )e i+1n , and so m * * (e 11 β(e 1n )e nn ) =
e 1i m * * (β(e ii+1 ))e i+1n = (n − 1)e 1n from (39). Thus β ≥ n − 1 since m is a contraction. From these inequalities it follows that
and so δ ≥ n − 3, as required.
Remark 4.5. This result, combined with [5] , shows that A (arising from an infinite nest) is not 2-amenable and so there is a dual A-bimodule M for which H 2 (A, M ) = 0. It seems very difficult to obtain such a module directly, although a posteriori H 2 (A, ker π * *
3 ) = 0 from [5] . In the next section we study the simplest infinite nest algebra T ∞ for which such modules can be constructed explicitly.
Cohomology for the weak operator closed ideals of T ∞
In this section we calculate the cohomology groups H n (T ∞ , J) for many weak operator closed two-sided ideals J of T ∞ , the nest algebra on an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, which naturally generalizes the T m 's. Consonant with what happens for the T m 's, H 2 (T ∞ , J) = 0 for such ideals. It seems likely that these results should extend to more general nest algebras. Indeed, the case of first cohomology groups is given in the more general context by Erdos and Power ( [7] , §3), and they even allow the case where J is replaced by a weak operator closed submodule of B(H). However, to avoid technical complications, we will restrict to the case of T ∞ and a weak operator closed ideal J of T ∞ . For an excellent account of the theory of nest algebras, the reader is referred to the book [4] by K. Davidson. We now recall the definition of T ∞ . Let {u i } be an orthonormal basis for an infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space H. Let H i = Span{u 1 , . . . , u i } and p i : H → H i be the orthogonal projection onto H i . Then
Each A ∈ T ∞ is representable as an infinite upper triangular matrix {A ij }, where
∞ be the span of the matrix units e ij (1 ≤ i ≤ j) in T ∞ . Then for any A ∈ T ∞ we have p n Ap n ∈ F ∞ , and p n Ap n → A in the strong operator topology.
It is easily checked that for A ∈ T ∞ , e ij Ae kℓ = A jk e iℓ . (40) We wish to discuss the ideals J in terms of certain sequences.
Let I be the set of sequences α = {(m 1 , n 1 ), (m 2 , n 2 ), . . . } (of finite or infinite length) such that:
Note that if ∞ occurs as a component of some (m i , n i ), then α is a finite sequence {(m 1 , n 1 ), . . . , (m k , n k )} with n k = ∞ and all the other m i , n i finite. Note also that it is possible for m i < m i+1 < n i to hold for some i. The members α of I will be called ideal sequences.
Given α ∈ I as above, we define
We will show below that all weak * closed ideals J in T ∞ are of the form J α for some unique α ∈ I. Here are two examples. Suppose that α is the infinite sequence { (1, 1), (2, 2) , . . . }. Then J α is the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators in
Proposition 5.1. Every weak operator closed ideal of T ∞ is of the form J α for some unique α ∈ I. Conversely, every J α is a weak operator closed ideal of T ∞ .
Proof. Let J be a weak operator closed ideal of T ∞ . By [7] , Theorem 1. 
We can identify N with {0} ∪ Z + ∪ {∞}. Then σ(0) = 0, σ is increasing and
where H i = p i (H).
Let P = {i : σ(i) < i < ∞} and Z = {σ(i) : i ∈ P }. Order the elements of P in an increasing sequence {z k }. Let A k = {i ∈ P : σ(i) = z k } and m k = min A k . Since σ is an order homomorphism, A k is an interval. Let
To derive a contradiction to n k = n k+1 we need only produce A ∈ J with u z k+1 ∈ A(H m k+1 ); take A = e z k+1 ,m k+1 . Thus n k < n k+1 , and α is an ideal sequence.
We now claim that J = J α . Let A ∈ J. Suppose that for some k we have
we have A ij = 0, and so A ∈ J α and J ⊆ J α . Conversely, let A ∈ J α . To show that A ∈ J, we only need prove that A(H i ) ⊆ H σ(i) for i ∈ P . Suppose that i ∈ P and
Let α be an ideal sequence {(m r , n r )} and let
Clearly Z X is a weak operator closed subspace of T ∞ . By definition, J α = Z V . Let R α = Z W . In order to use the long exact sequence property of cohomology, we will require T ∞ to be the Banach space direct sum J α ⊕ R α in a canonical way. (This is a significant requirement; K.R. Davidson has pointed out to the authors that weak operator closed ideals in nest algebras are not in general complemented in the Banach space category.) For each r, let e r = nr i=mr e ii . (If n r = ∞ then the convergence of this sum is taken in the strong operator topology.) Define, for each N , P N : T ∞ → T ∞ by:
where g r = e r e r+1 . Since e r Ae r ∈ T mr,nr for all A, it is clear that P N ∈ B(T ∞ , R α ). The map P N takes A ∈ T ∞ into the operator whose (i, j) th component is A ij if m r ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n r for some 1 ≤ r ≤ N and is 0 otherwise. (The second sum in (42) removes "overlaps" between consecutive T mr,nr 's.) Proposition 5.2. Suppose that sup{ P N : N ≥ 1} < ∞. Then the map P , where, for A ∈ T ∞ , P (A) ij = A ij for (i, j) ∈ V and is zero otherwise, is a projection in B(T ∞ ) whose range is R α and whose kernel is J α .
Proof. If α is a finite sequence, then P = P N for some N and the result is obvious. Suppose, then, that α = {(m r , n r )} is an infinite sequence (so that, in particular, n r < ∞ for all r and m r , n r → ∞). Using the uniform boundedness of the P N 's and Tychonoff's Theorem, there exists P ∈ B(T ∞ ) and a subnet
For large enough δ, P α(δ) (A) ij = A ij if (i, j) ∈ V , and is 0 otherwise. Thus P (A) ∈ R α and P : T ∞ → R α . Obviously, P is a projection on B(T ∞ ) onto R α . Further, ker P is precisely the set of those A's for which A ij = 0 ((i, j) ∈ V ), and so is J α .
If sup{ P N : N ≥ 1} < ∞, then we will say that the sequence α is bounded . The next result provides many examples of bounded α's. Let
Proof. Clearly M α is a "max" and an integer ≥ 0. Let p = M α + 1. By (42), it is sufficient to show that
e r Ae r ,
e r e r+1 Ae r e r+1 are at most K A , where K is independent of N . Now Similarly,
e r e r+1 Ae r e r+1 ≤ p A , and α is bounded.
The case where M α = 0 is equivalent to the requirement that n r < m r+1 for all r. A simple example of this is the sequence α = {(1, 1), (2, 2) , (3, 3) , . . . } giving the ideal of strictly upper triangular operators in T ∞ . Suppose that α is bounded and let J = J α . Since T ∞ = R α ⊕ J α , the quotient module T ∞ /J α can be identified as a Banach space with R α in the canonical way. As a Banach T ∞ -module, the module action on R α is just that of ordinary matrix Summing up the inequalities (50) and using the triangular inequality gives f (a 1 , . . . , a n )ξ i − f (p r1 a 1 p r2 , . . . , p rn a n p rn+1 )ξ i < ε
It is easy to check that the choice of the r k 's can be made simultaneously for any finite number of f 's and for any finite number of sequences (a 1 , . . . , a n ). The existence of the desired net now follows.
Definition. Let α be an ideal sequence. A sequence {f r } is called an α-coherent sequence of n-cochains if:
(a) f r ∈ C n (T mr,nr , T mr,nr ); (b) for all r, f r (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = f r+1 (a 1 , . . . , a n ) whenever all of the a i ∈ T mr,nr ∩ T mr+1,nr+1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n; (c) sup
The sequence {f r } is called an α-coherent sequence of n-cocycles if every f r is a cocycle.
In the next result we will use the following notation. For an α-coherent sequence of n-cochains {f n } we define f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ) by the strong operator convergent sum
[f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) − f r+1 (g r a 1 g r , . . . , g r a n g r )]
. (51) Given f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ), we let f r denote the restriction of f to T mr,nr . Similar definitions apply with f replaced by h or k.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that M α < ∞.
(i) If {f r } is an α-coherent sequence of n-cochains, then f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ) is multimodular and satisfies e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ).
(ii) If f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ) is multimodular, then {f r } is a α-coherent and (51) holds. (iii) If {h r } and {k r } are α-coherent sequences of (n − 1)-cochains and n-cochains respectively which satisfy δh r = k r , then δh = δk.
are multimodular and satisfy δh = k, then δh r = k r for all r.
Proof. Suppose firstly that {f r } is an α-coherent sequence of n-cochains. Note that in (51), e r a i e r ∈ T mr,nr , g r a i g r ∈ T mr+1,nr+1 ∩ T mr ,nr , so that the summands make sense. Using the multimodular property of each f r , the sum in (51) is of the form r≥1 (e r A r e r − g r B r g r ) with A r , B r ≤ K a 1 . . . a n . Using the argument of (e r A r e r − g r B r g r ) ≤ 2(M α + 1)K a 1 . . . a n and the series in (51) converges in the strong operator topology.
Clearly, f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ). We now claim that f is multimodular. Indeed, let b ∈ B. Then b and each e r commute, and be r ∈ B r . Then for each r, f r (e r ba 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) = be r f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) + bf r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ), and it follows from (51) that bf (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = f (ba 1 , . . . , a n ).
The other multimodular properties are proved similarly.
Next we claim that e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ).
Firstly, let a ∈ T ∞ and k, r be given. Suppose that r ≥ k. Then e r e k = n k mr e pp , and if (e r e k ae k ) ij = 0, then m r ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n k , so that since a ∈ T ∞ , (e r e k ae k ) ij = (e r e k ae r e k ) ij . It follows that if r ≥ k, then e r e k ae k = e r e k ae r e k . Similarly, if r ≤ k then e k ae r e k = e r e k ae r e k . It follows by pushing e r e k through from left to right or right to left (using α-coherence) that e r f k (e k a 1 e k , . . . , e k a n e k )e r = f k (e r e k a 1 e r e k , . . . , e r e k a n e r e k ) = f r (e r e k a 1 e r e k , . . . , e r e k a n e r e k ) = e k f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )e k .
It also follows that e r f k+1 (g k a 1 g k , . . . , g k a n g k )e r = e k f r (e r e k+1 a 1 e r e k+1 , . . . , e r e k+1 a n e r e k+1 )e k = g k e r f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )g k e r .
Let S = {k : T m k ,n k ∩ T mr,nr = ∅}. Since the m k 's are strictly increasing, S is finite. Let p 1 = min S, p 2 = max S. We claim that S = {k : p 1 ≤ k ≤ p 2 }. Indeed, suppose that k ∈ S. Clearly, r ∈ S, and m p1 ≤ m r , n p1 ≤ n r . Since p 1 = min S, we must have m r ≤ n p1 . Similarly, since p 2 = max S, m r ≤ m p2 , n r ≤ n p2 and we must have m p2 ≤ n r . Thus m r ≤ n p1 ≤ n k , m k ≤ m p2 ≤ n r and the integer
From the above calculation and strong operator continuity for multiplication, e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = p2 k=p1
[e k f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )e k − g k f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )g k ].
Now let m r ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n r and S ij = {k : (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r ) ij = qij −1 k=pij [f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) ij − f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) ij ] + (f r (e r a 1 e r . . . , e r a n e r ) ij − 0) = f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ).
Since (e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r ) ij = 0 implies e ij ∈ T mr,nr , it follows that e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = f r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ).
This proves (i).
Conversely, let f ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ) be multimodular. Let f r = f |Tm r ,nr ×···×Tm r ,nr . Since, for a i ∈ T mr,nr , f (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = f (e r a 1 , . . . , a n e r ) = e r f (a 1 , . . . , a n )e r , it follows that f r ∈ C n (T mr,nr , T mr,nr ). It is easy to check that the sequence {f r } is an α-coherent sequence of n-cochains. Define (using the above) g ∈ C n (T ∞ , R α ) by: e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) − f r+1 (g r a 1 g r , . . . , g r a n g r )].
The cochain g is multimodular. We now show that f = g. To this end, it is sufficient to show that for any r k 's, a 1 p r2 , . . . , p rn a n p rn+1 ) = g(p r1 a 1 p r2 , . . . , p rn a n p rn+1 ). (52) Clearly, (52) is equivalent to (f − g)(e i1i1 a 1 e j1j1 , e i2i2 a 2 e j2j2 , . . . , e inin a n e jnjn ) = 0 (53) for all possible i k , j k . Suppose that the left-hand side of (53) is non-zero. Then since (f − g) is multimodular, j k = i k+1 . Since the a i 's are upper triangular and (f − g) is multimodular, we can suppose that i k < i k+1 for all k. We thus have to show that in R α , (f − g)(e i1i1 a 1 e i2i2 , e i2i2 a 2 e i3i3 , . . . , e inin a n e in+1in+1 ) = 0. (54)
Suppose that e i1in+1 / ∈ R α . Then, identifying R α with T ∞ /J α , (f − g)(e i1i1 a 1 e i2i2 , . . . , e inin a n e in+1in+1 ) = e i1i1 (f − g)(e i1i1 a 1 e i2i2 , . . . , e inin a n e in+1in+1 )e in+1in+1
so that (54) follows. Suppose then that e i1in+1 ∈ R α . Then e i1in+1 ∈ T mr,nr for some r. Now
and since m r ≤ i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i n+1 ≤ n r , all the e i k i k a k e i k+1 i k+1 's belong to T mr,nr , and (54) follows since both f and g coincide with f r on T mr,nr . This proves (ii). Next suppose that {h r }, {k r } are α-coherent sequences of (n − 1)-cochains and n-cochains respectively. Let h, k be defined as in (51). Then for any r, using the earlier results of this proposition, e r δh(a 1 , . . . , a n )e r = e r a 1 h(a 2 , . . . , a n ) − (a 1 , . . . , a i a i+1 , . . . , a n )
. . , a n−1 )a n e r = e r a 1 e r (e r h(a 2 , . . . , a n )e r ) −
. . , a n )e r + (−1) n−1 e r h(a 1 , . . . , a n−1 )e r a n e r = e r a 1 e r h r (e r a 2 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )
h r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a i a i+1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r ) + (−1) n−1 e r h r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n−1 e r )e r a n e r = δh r (e r a 1 e r , . . . , e r a n e r )
(since e r a i a i+1 e r = e r a i e r a i+1 e r ). It follows that δh is associated with the α-coherent sequence δh r , and so δh = k if and only if δh r = k r . This proves (iii) and (iv) Theorem 5.7. Suppose n r < m r+1 for all but finitely many r. Then H n (T ∞ , R α ) = 0 for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. Let n ≥ 1 and f ∈ Z n (T ∞ , R α ). We shall show that f is a coboundary. Now f is given by (51), where f r = f |Tm r ,nr ×···×Tm r ,nr . By the Lance-Nielsen result above, there exists g r ∈ C n−1 (T mr,nr , T mr,nr ) such that f r = δg r and g r ≤ f r . (The latter inequality follows from the explicit formula for g r given in the proof of [15] , Theorem 2.1.) By averaging appropriately over the unitary group of T mr,nr it follows ( [9] , Lemma 1.2) that g r can be taken to be B r -multimodular. We now show that the g r 's can be adjusted to give an α-coherent family {g ′ r }. By Proposition 5.6, such a family {g ′ r } defines a g ∈ C n−1 (T ∞ , R α ) with δg = f , so that f is a coboundary.
We start with g ′ 1 = g 1 . Let S = T m1,n1 ∩ T m2,n2 . By the multimodular property, g i (S) ⊆ S (i = 1, 2). Write (g 1 − g 2 ) = g 1 |S − g 2 |S . Since f 1 |S = f 2 |S , we have δ(g 1 − g 2 ) = 0. We deal with the case n ≥ 2, the case n = 1 being an easy adaptation. Now S ∼ = T r for some r, and by the Lance-Nielsen result, there exists h ∈ C n−2 (S, S) such that δh = (g 1 − g 2 ). Note that S is finite-dimensional. (The existence of (m 2 , n 2 ) implies that T m1,n1 is finite-dimensional.) So C n−2 (S) is a finite-dimensional subspace of C n−2 (T m2,n2 ). We can identify h as an element of B(C n−2 (S), S). By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is h ′ ∈ B(C n−2 (T m2,n2 ), S) = C n−2 (T m2,n2 , S) such that h ′ |Cn−2(S) = h. Regard h ′ ∈ C n−2 (T m2,n2 , T m2,n2 ). Now perform the averaging of h ′ as in [9] , Lemma 1.2 to obtain a multimodular map h ′′ ∈ C n−2 (T m2,n2 , T m2,n2 ) equivalent to h ′ , where
. . . , U n−2 A n−2 U * n−1 )U n−1 dm(U 1 ) . . . dm(U n−1 ) with m an invariant mean on the unitary group of B 2 . Then δh ′′ = δh ′ , and since h is multimodular, h ′′ |C n−2 (S) = h. Let g ′ 2 ∈ C n−1 (T m2,n2 , T m2,n2 ) be given by g ′ 2 = g 2 + δh ′′ . Then g ′ 2 is multimodular, and if a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ S, then g ′ 2 (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) = g 2 (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) + δh(a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ) = g ′ (a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ).
Now proceed recursively to build up an α-coherent sequence {g Corollary 5.8. If n r < m r+1 for all but finitely many r, then H n (T ∞ , J α ) = 0 for n ≥ 2. 
